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"Enough everyone, we are here to read my will and not for causing a problem between
Xiao Lan and Si Li. They have married several months before and I have given my
blessing to them." Elder Lu authoritatively said.
"Father, you know about it?" Lu Yaohua asked in a shocked.
"Yes, I know about them and I don't have the problem with this."
"How can there not a problem? She doesn't deserve to be Lady Head of Si Family."
Shu Han-You said in a high voice.
She was hoping that after revealing the truth about Lu Lan, Si Family wouldn't accept
her, however, things went contradictory.
"It's Si Family's decision and you are not allowed to interfere in our family matters or
question our decision." Si Li said.
"Si Li is right, this is Si Family decision and I am happy with their decision because
Xiao Lan is also a granddaughter of Lu Family. Now, let's talk about for which we are
here. Mr Jin, please start reading." Elder Lu said.
Soon, everyone settled down. Although they were not happy with Si Family's decision,
they couldn't anything against it, especially after Si Li's warning.
Mr Jin started reading Elder Lu's will. One by one all the properties were transferred to
either Lu Yaohua or Shu Han-You or Lu Xuelon. Nothing came under Lu Lan.
Hearing this, Lu Family members (except Elder Lu) were very happy. As they were
already expected this. Seeing that their expectations were fulfilled, of course, they
were on Cloud Nine. Now they were also expecting that Si Li would abandon Lu Lan,
after hearing that Lu Family didn't give her anything. That meant, they wouldn't
consider her as their daughter.

Whereas, Lu Lan was not affected by this because she already didn't expect anything
from them, as she was here to break her relationship with Lu Family.
Even, she was thinking to change her surname again back to Wang because, for her,

Wang Yong was her father. It didn't matter that they were related to blood or not.
"Now, I would like to read the distribution of shares of Lu Corporation. Mr Lu holds
55% of shares in Lu Corporation, as being the largest shareholder." Mr Jin said and
turned the page of the will to continue to read.
Now, everyone straightened up and opened their ears as they didn't want to miss any
trivial details related to shares because shares of Lu Corporation was very important.
As it would decide who would be next CEO and who would take over the Lu
Corporation.
"10% shares from the 55% have transferred to Lu Yaohua, Shu Han-You and Lu
Yaohua, as they will be the joint holder of these shares. While the rest of 45% of
shares have transferred to Lu Lan." Mr Jin completed the reading of Elder Lu's will.
After that, Mr Jin closed the will and packed up to leave.
Elder Lu thanked him "Thank you, Mr Jin, for your hard work. I want you to proceed
with the necessary procedures to make this will effective."
"Sure, Elder Lu. I will do all things and report back to you. Now, I would like to take
my leave." Mr Jin said and left.
Everyone except for Elder Lu and Si Li was shocked because of the bomb which Elder
Lu had thrown on them.
As Si Li already expected something big from Elder Lu and it was good that Elder Lu
had met Si Li's expectation. Otherwise, Si Li wouldn't forget the person who hurt his
wife.
If Elder Lu hadn't transferred the shares of Lu Corporation, then perhaps, Lu
Corporation would have been the next target for Hacker 'X'.
Shu Han-You came back into her senses and shouted at Elder Lu "How could you
transfer Lu Corporation to this b*tch(Shu Han-You pointed towards Lu Lan)? Don't
forget Elder Lu what you have promised to me. You have promised to me that Lu
Xuelon will be the next heir of Lu Family. You have no right to go against your
words."
"Then, do you have the right to go against your words, huh? Even you have promised
that you won't do anything to Xiao Lan, but you went against your words and attacked
her and now you are expecting me to close my eyes and pretend that you haven't done
anything." Elder Lu retorted in a sharp high voice.

When Shu Han-You attacked Lu Lan, at that time, Elder Lu didn't do anything.
However, she did really think that Elder Li would overlook that matter so easily, only
because he wanted to save the reputation of their family.
Then she must be dreaming!
"But, Father, if we transferred a huge amount of shares to Xiao Lan. Then, people will
be pointed out that Xiao Lan isn't a member of Lu Family and even more, she doesn't
know anything about Lu Corporation. We can't take this huge risk." Lu Yaohua said.
Although Lu Lan and Lu Xuelon were both Lu Yaohua daughters, still he preferred
her legitimate daughter, Lu Xuelon, because he didn't want that society would know
his deed and talk behind his back.
"Xiao Lan is a member of Lu Family. I have decided to announce the truth to the
public and officially announce to the world that Xiao Lan is the part of Lu Family. As
far about business, Xiao Lan has more knowledge compare to Xiao Xuelon and Xiao
Lan is elder than Xiao Xuelon by one month. So, logically speaking Xiao Lan would
be the next heir ofLu Family. Therefore, I think it would be better to hand over Lu
Corporation to Xiao Lan and Xiao Xuelon would continue to learn under Xiao Lan."
Elder Lu said in a firm voice.
"IMPOSSIBLE, I WILL NOT ACCEPT THIS, AT ALL." Shu Han-You yelled.

